
 

Medium Term Plan for Daily Provision – Spring Term - Nursery 

 
 

Curriculum Coverage: Data Implications: Special Focus: 

Communication and Language 
Joins in with repeated refrains and anticipates key events and phrases in 
rhymes and stories. 
Understands use of objects (e.g. “What do we use to cut things?’) 
Can retell a simple past event in correct order (e.g. went down slide, hurt 
finger). 
Uses talk to connect ideas, explain what is happening and anticipate what might 
happen next, recall and relive past experiences. 
Shows understanding of prepositions such as ‘under’ ‘on top’ ‘behind’ by 
carrying out an action or selecting correct picture.  
Uses intonation, rhythm and phrasing to make the meaning clear to others. 
Uses talk in pretending that objects stand for something else in play.  
Physical Development 
Moves freely and with pleasure and confidence in a range of ways, such as 
slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking, running, jumping, skipping, 
sliding and hopping.  
Can stand momentarily on one foot when shown.  
Draws lines and circles using gross motor movements.  
Can tell adults when hungry or tired or when they want to rest or play.  
 Dresses with help, e.g. puts arms into open-fronted coat or shirt when held up 
Understands that equipment and tools have to be used safely 
PSED 
Welcomes and values praise for what they have done.  
 Enjoys responsibility of carrying out small tasks.  
Can usually tolerate delay when needs are not immediately met, and 
understands wishes may not always be met.  
Can play in a group, extending and elaborating play ideas, e.g. building up a 
role-play activity with other children.  
Confident to talk to other children when playing, and will communicate freely 
about own home and community 
Begins to accept the needs of others and can take turns and share resources, 
sometimes with support from others 
Keeps play going by responding to what others are saying or doing 
Demonstrates friendly behaviour, initiating conversations and forming good 
relationships with peers and familiar adults 
Literacy 
Listens to and joins in with stories and poems, one-to-one and also in small 
groups. 
Joins in with repeated refrains and anticipates key events and phrases in 
rhymes and stories.  
Beginning to be aware of the way stories are structured.  

  Settling new Nursery 1 children 

 Establishing rules and routines with new children 

 Baseline assessments of new children in prime areas 

 Daily mark making sessions 

 Teaching new vocabulary – 5 per week 

 Hometime stories – children to choose 

Festivals/ Special Occasions: 
• Chinese New Year – 25th January 
• Pancake Day – 25th February 
• Valentine’s Day – 14th February 
• Mother’s Day – 22nd March 

Treasured Texts 
 

 The Three Billy Goats Gruff 

 Little Red Hen 

 The Great Race 

 We’re Going on a Bearhunt – Micheal Rosen 

 Owl Babies 

 Why I Love My Mummy – Daniel Howarth 

 The Scarecrows Wedding – Julia Donaldson 

 Rumble in the Jungle- Giles Andreae 

 Giraffes Can’t Dance – Giles Andreae 

 Dinosaurs Roar – Jeanne Willis 

 Dinosaurs Stomp – Jeanne Willis 

 The Easter Story – Brian Wildesmith 
 

Other Learning Experiences: 

 Dudley Zoo trip 

 Marvellous mark making parent workshop 

 Mother’s Day parents session 

 Farm on Wheels- Spring Babies 

Links to National Curriculum Areas: 
History: 

 Looking at fossils – We will make clay fossils and talk about them. We 
will learn about how to use artefacts to find out about the past.  

(Introducing the idea that we can learn about the past by things left behind. 
Fossils are a primary source of information that have helped us to learn about 
what dinosaurs looked like and how they lived.) 

 How long ago did dinosaurs live? – We will find out what a timeline is.  
(Introducing the idea of the past by making a timeline of their own lives, Adding 
their parents births, teachers births, and then grandparents.)We will compare 
lengths of time.  (Make comparisons between the length of time that has passed 
between when their parents were born and their own birth and comparing it to 
how far back the dinosaurs were alive.) 

Daily Routines: 

 Maths meeting/ Communication and language with gross motor development 

 Ten Town 

 Social Snack time. 

 Continuous Provision linked to topic and children’s own interests 

 Makaton sign of the week 

 Letters and Sounds Phase 1 

 Early Talk Boost/Wellcomm interventions 
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Looks at books independently.  
Knows information can be relayed in the form of print. 
Knows that print carries meaning and, in English, is read from left to right 
and top to bottom. 
Describes main story settings, events and principal characters.  
Enjoys rhyming and rhythmic activities. 
Sometimes gives meaning to marks as they draw and paint 
Ascribes meaning to marks that they see in different places 
Mathematics 
Uses some number names accurately in play.  
 Recites numbers in order to 10. 
Knows that numbers identify how many numbers are in a set 
Shows an interest in number problems 
Shows curiosity about numbers by offering comments or asking questions 
Compares two groups of objects, saying when they have the same number. 
Shows an interest in numerals and shapes in the environment. 
Uses positional language. 
Shows awareness of similarities of shapes in the environment. 
Understanding the World 
Can talk about some of the things they have observed such as plants, animals, 
natural and found objects.  
Remembers and talks about significant events in their own experiences.  
Recognises and describes special times or events for family or friends 
Can talk about some of the similarities and differences in relation to friends or 
family 
Talks about why things happen and how things work 
Comments and asks questions about aspects of their familiar world such as the 
place where they live 
Shows an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real objects. 
Expressive Arts and Design 
Understands that they can use lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use 
these shapes to represent objects. 
Sings a few familiar songs 
Beginning to move rhythmically  
Explores how colours can be changed 
Developing preferences for forms of expression 
Uses movement to express feelings 
Uses available resources to create props to support role-play 
Beginning to construct, stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making 
enclosures and creating spaces.   
Notices what adults do, imitating what is observed and then doing it 
spontaneously when the adult is not there. 
Builds stories around toys, e.g. farm animals needing rescue from an armchair 
‘cliff’. 

Geography: 

 Celebrations around the world – We will compare weddings in different 
countries. (Comparing photographs of different wedding costumes. White 
dresses and suits in English and American Weddings, Red/gold dresses 
and traditional formal wear in Asian weddings, traditional African 
wedding costumes. Comparing similarities between celebrating with parties 
and special food.) We will look at these countries on a map. (Looking at 
a map of the UK and the World) 

 Map work - where do we live? Where is the jungle? (Showing children 
where England is on the map as well as familiar countries such as 
Pakistan, India and America.) 

 Local geography – We live in Walsall. Where have you been? (Looking 
at the map of the UK and pinpointing where Walsall is and the capital 
city of England London.) 

English: 

 Rhyme and alliteration - We will recognise words that rhyme eg cat/hat, dog/log, 
man/van etc. We will use alliteration for own own name and a few friends. 

 Giving meaning to marks- We will talk confidently about our own drawings by 
describing what we have drawn. 

 Ascribing meaning to marks in the environment – We will comment and ask 
questions about sign, logos and writing in the classroom on displays, resources and 
in circle time. 

 Recognise and write name – We will select our name from a group of names and 
record using the correct letter formation (if fine motor skills allow) 

Science: 

 Dinosaur skeletons – We will talk about bones. (Looking at a range of 
different shaped dinosaur skeletons eg Petrodactyl (bird type), T-Rex 
(walked on two legs) and Diplodocus (long necked walked on four legs)) 
We will use bones from the science area and art straws to create simple 
representations of a dinosaur skeleton.(Comparing what bones we have in 
common eg skull, spine and bones in our legs and arms.) 

 Animal habitats and food- We will look at where different animals 
originate from, what they need to thrive, do they live alone or in a 
pack/group/herd? What county would you find a tiger in? Would you 
find a penguin living there? Why not? (climate) 

 Herbivores/ carnivores –We will look at the different diets of animals 
and comparing the diets of a lion (carnivore) and a giraffe (herbivore). 
What do they eat? Where do they find it? 

 Textures – exploring grass, ice, mud, pebbles – We will make 
comparisons between the textures of the above items. Investigating what 
happens to them in water…(Mud breaks up, ice melts, pebbles sink and 
grass floats.) 

 

Maths: 

 Introducing TenTown - At the stage that N2 children are becoming interested in 
recording numerals we will introduce 2 numbers per week on Ten Town to aid with 
number formation and recognition. 

 Numbers 0-5 (N1 children) – We will recite numbers in order, count out to that 
amount, select the correct number to that amount and put number in the correct 
order. We will start to recognise numbers.  

 Numbers 0-10 (N2 children)- We will recite numbers in order, count out to that 
amount, select the correct number to that amount and put number in the correct 
order. We will start to recognise numbers.  

 Positional language – We will learn to carry out an instruction to place an item on, 
under, in and behind. We will describe where items are using in, on, under and 
behind.  

 Environmental shapes- We will recognise simple 2D shapes in the environment. For 
example a rectangle display board. We will recognise the shape of a cup, square table 
and triangles on the Teepee etc.  

 Using number names accurately – We will use the correct number name to identify an 
amount when counting or when looking at a numeral to 5. 

 Beginning to write and correctly form numbers – We will record numbers 1-5 using the 
correct formation if fine-motor skills are fully developed. 


